
Week Topics Learning Objective Essential Questions

Music 
Blueprint 
Strands Standards MaterialsTier 2 and 3 VocabularyStrategies for SWDs/ELLs

Strategies for 
Higher Level 

Learners Trip Ideas Assessments
January

3 Introduction/ Rules/ProceduresI can express and perform the class rules and procedures by playing rhythm with drum sticksWhy is it important to follow rules and procedures?Music Making, Making ConnectionsL.8.6 Acquire accurate and grade appropriate general academic and domain-specific vocabdrum sticks, rhythm on board, computers/devicesinstruments, respect, assessmenteasier assessment for SWDs, no drummingcreate a video performing the rhythm rulesgoogle classroom assessment
4 Music Playlist I can create a music playlist by using YouTube and Google Classroom How do you think music was shared before technology? How does technology allow us to share music now? What does it mean when people say we are in the "Age of Curation"?Making ConnectionsSL.8.5 Integrate multimedia and visual displays into presentations to clarify information, strengthen claims and evidence, and add interest.computers, google slide, internet accesscuration, playlistEdit essential questions, make the criteria for playlist activity less taxingmake multiple playlists for different genres, use other sites to create a playlist (soundcloud, etc)

February
1 Sound Scapes I can record the sound scapes of their environment by using a mobile device and/or computer and sharing their thoughts.Is silence music? Are there other ways to justify sounds as music? What do our surroundings sound like?Music Making, Making ConnectionsW.8.1 Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence.mobile device, internet accesssoundscape discussion instead of writinguse soundscapes as a starting off point for composition
2 Making Music with Code I can compose music through code. Can you code music? Why would you?Music Making, Music Literacy, CareersL.8.6 Acquire accurate and grade appropriate general academic and domain-specific vocabhttps://www.madewithcode.com/projects/beatsloops, beat, rhythm, parts of a drumteacher modelingcoding multiple pieces
3 Instruments Project I can create a presentation on the different instruments in each orchestra section in groupsWhat do you know about instruments? What should others know about them and how do we convey that using technology?Making ConnectionsW.8.6. Use technology, including the internet, to produce and publish writing and present the relationships between information and ideas efficiently as well as to interact and collaborate with others.laptop, internet access orchestra brass, string, woodwind, percussionstudents will provide researchstudents will help with the production of the presentation
4 Instruments Project I can create a presentation on the different instruments in each orchestra section in groupsWhat do you know about instruments? What should others know about them and how do we convey that using technology?Making ConnectionsW.8.6. Use technology, including the internet, to produce and publish writing and present the relationships between information and ideas efficiently as well as to interact and collaborate with others.laptop, internet access orchestra brass, string, woodwind, percussionstudents will provide researchstudents will help with the production of the presentation

March
1 Present Instrument Project I can present on the different instruments of the orchestra through powerpoint project to the classHow do we know when we are successful when creating a slideshow? What can we improve upon in our own project?Making ConnectionsSL 8.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearlyIWB, computer, projectglows, grows, slides
2 Present Instrument Project I can present on the different instruments of the orchestra through powerpoint project to the classHow do we know when we are successful when creating a slideshow? What can we improve upon in our own project?Making ConnectionsSL 8.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearlyIWB, computer, projectglows, grows, slides

3 Making Music on Soundation I can compose my own song including educational lyrics using correct musical form on GarageBand- composition
Why does music require form? What would a piece sound like without structure? 
Why do we need to reflect on our musical works?Music Making  L.8.6 Acquire accurate grade appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases.laptops, internet accesloops, garage band, editing, composition,modeling, conferencingmore difficult forms such as rondo and theme and variations

4 Making Music on Soundation I can compose my own song including educational lyrics using correct musical form on GarageBand- compositionWhat musical choices do we make when composing music?Music Making  L.8.6 Acquire accurate grade appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases.laptops, internet accesloops, garage band, editing, composition,modeling, conferencing, compositionsmore produced work/edited
April

1 Artist Statements- Glows and GrowsI can create artist statements about their piece including the glows and grows, their form and lyrics and their rationale behind their choices.What are artist statements, why do we need them?Making ConnectionsW.8.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey concepts...paper, pencils/pens, computer/smartboardartist statement, glows and growsconferencing, sentence startersmore explanation required
2 iMovie Score Project I can compose music for a movie about scuba diving by using iMovie and Garage band in groupsHow do we use music to enhance the story of a movie?Careers and Lifelong LearningSL 8.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly laptops, headphones, scuba videos, internet access, garage bandcomposition, scorework in groups with higher level learnings, easier videoserve as leaders in the activity
3 iMovie Score Project I can compose music for a movie about scuba diving by using iMovie and Garage band in groupsHow do we use music to enhance the story of a movie?Careers and Lifelong LearningSL 8.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly laptops, headphones, scuba videos, internet access, garage bandcomposition, scorework in groups with higher level learnings, easier videoserve as leaders in the activity
4 iMovie Score Project I can compose music for a movie about scuba diving by using iMovie and Garage band in groupsHow do we use music to enhance the story of a movie?Careers and Lifelong LearningSL 8.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly laptops, headphones, scuba videos, internet access, garage bandcomposition, scorework in groups with higher level learnings, easier videoserve as leaders in the activity

May
1 iMovie Score Project I can compose music for a movie about scuba diving by using iMovie and Garage band in groupsHow do we use music to enhance the story of a movie?Careers and Lifelong LearningSL 8.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly laptops, headphones, scuba videos, internet access, garage bandcomposition, scorework in groups with higher level learnings, easier videoserve as leaders in the activity
2 iMovie Score Project I can compose music for a movie about scuba diving by using iMovie and Garage band in groupsHow do we use music to enhance the story of a movie?Careers and Lifelong LearningSL 8.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly laptops, headphones, scuba videos, internet access, garage bandcomposition, scorework in groups with higher level learnings, easier videoserve as leaders in the activity
3 Present iMovie Score Project I can present my iMovie and score by discussing my groups' successes and challenges How do we know when we are successful when setting audio to visual? What can we improve upon in our own project?Careers and Lifelong LearningSL 8.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly IWB, presentationcomposition, scorework in groups with higher level learnings, easier videoserve as leaders in the activity
4 Present iMovie Score Project I can present my iMovie and score by discussing my groups' successes and challenges How do we know when we are successful when setting audio to visual? What can we improve upon in our own project?Careers and Lifelong LearningSL 8.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly IWB, presentationcomposition, scorework in groups with higher level learnings, easier videoserve as leaders in the activity

June
1 Exploring: Soundtrap, Jamhive, Looplabs, Garage BandI can use each of the digital music making sites (soundation, soundtrap, garageband) on my own to critique and judge which is best.Which site is your favorite and why?Music Making, Making Connections L.8.6 Acquire accurate grade appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases.computers, headphones, internetloops, beat, mixing, editing, remixingonly choose two to work oncan work on all or create one using coding?
2 Exploring: Soundtrap, Jamhive, Looplabs, Garage BandI can use each of the digital music making sites (soundation, soundtrap, garageband) on my own to critique and judge which is best.Which site is your favorite and why?Music Making, Making Connections L.8.6 Acquire accurate grade appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases.computers, headphones, internetloops, beat, mixing, editing, remixingonly choose two to work oncan work on all or create one using coding?
3 Assess I can assess, discuss, and rank each of the music production sites through SPEAK rubric as a classWhich music site would you recommend to other students looking to get into music production?Making ConnectionsSL 8.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly IWB, computer rank them by numbersexplain further on how to improve them
4 Reflection on class I can reflect on the class, Ms. Robinett's teaching, and their own goals. How do we learn to reflect on our time as musicians and students.Making ConnectionsCCLS: W8.2 Write informative/ explanatory texts.student created reflection questionsglows, grows, pedagogysentence starters, pre-made questionsstudent generated questions

https://www.madewithcode.com/projects/beats

